Homologous recombination is a central pathway to maintain genomic stability and is involved in the repair of DNA damage and replication fork support, as well as accurate chromosome segregation during meiosis. Rad54 is a dsDNA-dependent ATPase of the Snf2/Swi2 family of SF2 helicases, although Rad54 lacks classical helicase activity and cannot carry out the strand displacement reactions typical for DNA helicases. Rad54 is a potent and processive motor protein that translocates on dsDNA, potentially executing several functions in recombinational DNA repair. Rad54 acts in concert with Rad51, the central protein of recombination that performs the key reactions of homology search and DNA strand invasion. Here, we will review the role of the Rad54 protein in homologous recombination with an emphasis on mechanistic studies with the yeast and human enzymes. We will discuss how these results relate to in vivo functions of Rad54 during homologous recombination in somatic cells and during meiosis. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Snf2/Swi2 ATPase structure and function.
Introduction
Homologous recombination (HR) is a complex mechanism to maintain genomic stability. This process uses template-dependent DNA synthesis to repair or tolerate DNA damage, such as DNA doublestranded breaks (DSB), single-stranded DNA gaps, and interstrand crosslinks [1] . HR is intimately linked to DNA replication, as initially elaborated in phage T4 [2] , and the function of HR in the recovery of stalled and collapsed replication forks is critical to faithfully duplicate and segregate the genome to daughter cells [1] [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, HR is essential for accurate chromosome segregation during the first meiotic division, also generating genetic diversity among the meiotic products in the process [5] .
RAD54 is a member of the RAD52 epistasis group and a core component of the recombination machinery found in all eukaryotes and in some archaea, but not in bacteria [6] [7] [8] . The Rad54 protein belongs to a group of the Snf2/Swi2 family of SF2 helicases that share a prominent motor domain which powers ATP-dependent tracking on dsDNA but does not lead to strand separation like classical DNA helicases [9] . The Snf2/Swi2 family of proteins is represented by wellknown ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers, such as Snf2/Swi2 or ISWI, but also other proteins that remodel non-chromatin proteindsDNA complexes such as Mot1, which displaces the TATA-binding protein from DNA [10, 11] (see other reviews in this issue of BBA). The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae contains 17 Snf2 family proteins, of which 10 function in different aspects of the DNA damage response, including Rad54, Rdh54, Uls1, Rad5, Rad16, Rad26, Ino80, Snf2, Sth1, and Swr1 [7, 12] .
This review will focus on yeast and human Rad54 proteins, their paralogs, and their function in HR. We will also discuss the yeast Uls1 protein, which appears to have a partially overlapping function with Rad54 and Rdh54. Excellent reviews are available with comprehensive discussions of the HR pathway [13] [14] [15] [16] , the Rad52 group proteins [17, 18] , meiotic recombination [5, 19] , and the Snf2/Swi2 family chromatin remodelers [12, [20] [21] [22] . We will emphasize the significant novel developments since our last review on Rad54 in 2006 [7] and refer the reader also to other reviews dedicated to the Rad54 protein [6, 8] . To distinguish between the yeast and human proteins, we will adhere to the following nomenclature: S. cerevisiae Rad54 protein, ScRad54; human RAD54 protein, hRAD54; S. cerevisiae Rdh54 protein (also known as Tid1), ScRdh54; and human RAD54B protein hRAD54B. We will use the generic term Rad54 when we refer to both yeast and human Rad54.
Homologous recombination -a mechanistic overview
HR can be conceptually divided into three mechanistic stages: presynapsis, synapsis, and post-synapsis ( Fig. 1 ) [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . During presynapsis, the DNA damage is processed to generate ssDNA, onto which Rad51 can assemble the pre-synaptic filament. The Rad51-ssDNA filament performs homology search and DNA strand invasion, the key steps during HR that define synapsis. During post-synapsis, HR is completed by several pathways that entail DNA synthesis and different modes to resolve recombination-mediated junction intermediates. The double Holliday Junction pathway (dHJ in Fig. 1 ) is of particular interest, because it can lead to crossovers, which are essential for meiotic recombination [5, 19] . In somatic (vegetative) cells, the predominant recombinational repair pathway appears to be Synthesis-Dependent Strand Annealing (SDSA in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 . Double-strand break repair by homologous recombination. Homologous recombination can be conceptually divided into three stages: pre-synapsis (1-2), synapsis (3) (4) , and post-synapsis (5-11). The Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteins identified to function at the individual stages are listed in black, the human proteins with alternate nomenclature are listed in blue in square brackets and human proteins not found in yeast are listed in blue without brackets. Three different pathways emanate from the D-loop intermediate (4) , the product of DNA strand invasion by the Rad51-ssDNA filament. The dHJ (double Holliday junction; steps 5-8) pathway engages both ends of the DSB to ultimately form a double Holliday junction intermediate (dHJ), which can be resolved into crossover and non-crossover products. SDSA (synthesis-dependent strand annealing; step 10) retracts the invading strand after DNA synthesis on the target duplex to anneal the newly synthesized strand with the single strand resulting from resection of the second end, leading to localized conversion without crossover. BIR (break-induced replication; step 11) was proposed to assemble a replication fork at the D-loop to copy the entire chromosome arm distal to the DSB site leading to long gene conversion events.
Break-Induced Replication (BIR in Fig. 1 ) appears restricted to conditions of one-sided DSBs, where the second DSB end is missing, for example after breakage of the replication fork.
Recent genetic and biochemical work defined two independent DSB resection pathways in budding yeast controlled by Exo1 and Sgs1-Top3-Rmi1 with Dna2, respectively, which function after the initial processing by Rad50-Mre11-Xrs2 in conjunction with Sae2 (for review [23] ). Similar pathways exist in humans (see Fig. 1 ). The resulting 3′ overhanging ssDNA is bound by the ssDNA binding protein, RPA, which removes potential secondary structure in the ssDNA. Since RPA has exceptionally high affinity to ssDNA, it interferes with binding of Rad51. This impediment is overcome by so-called mediator proteins, Rad52 and Rad55-Rad57 in yeast, which allow the formation of Rad51-ssDNA filaments on RPA coated ssDNA. In humans, the breast and ovarian cancer tumor suppressor BRCA2 and its associated factor DSS1 perform mediator function, and the RAD51 paralogs, RAD51B, RAD51C, RAD51D, XRCC2, and XRCC3 have been implicated as well [24] [25] [26] . The Rad51 filament performs homology search and DNA strand invasion. Extension of the invading 3-OH end marks the onset of post-synapsis. In yeast, the primary DNA polymerase for D-loop extension appears to be DNA polymerase delta with its cofactors PCNA/RFC [27] . In vertebrates, genetic and biochemical data suggest an involvement of the translesion polymerase Pol eta [28, 29] .
In the dHJ pathway, the displaced strand of the D-loop anneals to the second DSB end through the action of Rad52 protein [30] , to form a junction intermediate that has the potential to mature into a dHJ upon ligation of all strand interruptions. Such junction intermediates, including also nicked and partial dHJs, can be cleaved to crossover or non-crossover products by specific endonucleases, such as Yen1 (human GEN1) or Mus81-Mms4 (human MUS81-EME1) [31, 32] . Alternatively, the two junctions of a dHJ can be migrated towards each other to result in a hemi-catenane that can be dissolved into noncrossover products by the combined action of Sgs1 helicase with the type IA topoisomerase Topo3 and the specificity factor Rmi1 (human BLM-TOPOIIIα-RMI1/RMI2 [33] ). In the second post-synaptic pathway, the DNA synthesis-extended strand of the D-loop can be extricated to anneal with the second DSB end, in a process called SynthesisDependent Strand Annealing (Fig. 1) . Lastly, in the absence of a second DSB end, Break Induced Replication establishes a replication fork at the D-loop to initiate long-range DNA synthesis to copy the entire distal chromosome arm resulting in loss-of-heterozygosity [34] . In this review, we will use this mechanistic framework to discuss the functions of Rad54 and its paralogs during HR.
Genetic analysis of RAD54 in S. cerevisiae and vertebrates
In eukaryotes, RAD54 is a highly conserved gene. There is only a single Snf2/Swi2-like protein in bacteria, RapA (HepA). However, RapA does not directly function in DNA repair but rather in transcription to release the nascent transcript from transcription complexes [35, 36] . A Rad54 homolog has been identified in the Archaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus, but Rad54 is absent in many other groups of Archaea [37, 38] . Biochemical analysis of SsoRad54 suggests that the archaeal protein has a comparable function to its eukaryotic homolog in stimulating the recombination activity of the cognate Rad51 homolog [37] .
ScRAD54 was first discovered in screens isolating mutants that were sensitive to ionizing radiation (IR) [39] [40] [41] . In S. cerevisiae, rad54 is one of the most IR-sensitive single mutants along with rad51 and rad52. A single DSB induces significant lethality in rad54 cells [42] . Considering the relatively normal growth of rad54 (and rad51 and rad52) mutants compared to wild-type cells, the data suggest that spontaneous DSBs are relatively rare in yeast [43] . Similar to other mutants in the RAD52 epistasis group, rad54 mutants are hypersensitive not only to IR but also to crosslinking (e.g., mitomycin C, cis-platinum) or alkylating agents (e.g., methyl methanesulfonate), and a multitude of other agents that are capable of causing DSBs [17, 18] . Rad54-deficient S. cerevisiae cells are defective in intrachromosomal gene conversion as well as interchromosomal recombination [44] . In hetero-allele assays (HR between different alleles of one gene residing on two homologs in diploids cells) rad54 mutants displayed a similar defect as rad52 mutants [45] . The effect of the rad54 mutation on meiotic recombination is much milder than on mitotic recombination, which is likely due to partial redundancy in function between ScRad54 and ScRdh54 (see below) [44, 46] . The analysis of the Walker A box mutations (Rad54-K341R/A) established that ATP hydrolysis is essential for protein function in yeast and mice, as these catalytically defective mutants displayed phenotypes in DNA repair assays that were quantitatively identical to null mutations [47] [48] [49] . In general, the defects of ScRad54-deficient yeast cells in DNA repair are highly similar in extent to the defects in Rad51-deficient cells in yeast, whereas the meiotic phenotype of ScRad54-deficient yeast cells is much less pronounced than that of Rad51-deficient cells [5, 7, 17, 50] .
Of particular importance regarding the in vivo function of ScRad54, are results from the analyses of double mutants, specifically the synthetic lethality of the srs2 rad54 double mutant. Srs2 is an antirecombinase that dissociates Rad51 from ssDNA, antagonizing the assembly of the presynaptic filament [51, 52] . Importantly, the observed synthetic lethality in srs2 rad54 cells is suppressed by mutations in the RAD51, RAD52, RAD55, and RAD57 genes [53] [54] [55] . This implies that Rad51 filaments assembled in the srs2 rad54 double mutants lead to recombination-dependent toxic intermediates that cause the lethality. This strongly suggests that the critical function of ScRad54 is after the assembly of Rad51-ssDNA filaments.
Genetic analysis of RAD54 in mouse and chicken DT40 cells established the importance of RAD54 and its essential ATPase activity for recombination in vertebrates [49, 56, 57] . The function of hRAD54 in human cells is inferred from these results. The hRAD54 cDNA partially suppressed the MMS-sensitivity of rad54Δ yeast cells, suggesting remarkable conservation in protein function [58] . Mouse RAD54 knockout embryonic stem (ES) cells display a reduction in HR (measured as gene conversion and sister chromatid exchange), sensitivity to IR and interstrand crosslinking agents, and defects in recombination-mediated gene targeting [56, 59] . At the organismal level, however, RAD54 is not essential for embryonic development and Rad54-deficient mice do not display IR-sensitivity, but are hypersensitive to the interstrand crosslinking agent mitomycin C [56] . Double mutants of mouse RAD54 with defects in nonhomologous endjoining (NHEJ), an alternative pathway of DSB repair, caused by deletion of DNA dependent protein kinase (SCID) or DNA ligase 4 (LIG4), exhibit synergistic sensitivities to IR and interstrand crosslinking agents, showing competition of HR and NHEJ for DSB repair in vertebrates [60, 61] . RAD54-deficient mice do not display an obvious meiotic defect [56] . It is interesting to note that in mice, unlike mutations in RAD54, disruption of the RAD51 gene causes early embryonic lethality [62, 63] . This represents an interesting contrast to budding yeast, where rad51 and rad54 mutants are both viable with nearly identical phenotypes in terms of DNA damage sensitivities or mitotic recombination defects. This difference might be related to functional differences between the yeast and human Rad51 and Rad54 proteins, or possibly indicates the existence of an additional protein with a function similar to RAD54 in vertebrates. As the RAD54RAD54B double mutant mouse is also viable [64] , hRAD54B is not that candidate, but yet another third gene would have to be postulated. The genetic data, largely obtained in yeast and mouse, are critical to guide the interpretation of the biochemical results discussed below.
Biochemical and cytological analysis of Rad54 protein in S. cerevisiae and vertebrates
ScRad54 and hRAD54 are highly conserved proteins with 68% similarity and 48% identity [58, 65] . Sequence analysis identified Rad54 as a member of the SF2 superfamily of helicases with the classic seven "helicase" motifs: I, Ia, II, III, IV, V, and VI that define the ATPdependent motor domain essential for translocation on DNA (Fig. 2 ) [9, 66] . More precisely, Rad54 falls in the Swi2/Snf2 group of ATPdependent motor proteins that track along dsDNA but are unable to catalyze the strand displacement reactions typical for a DNA helicase [12] . The ATPase activity requires dsDNA and is not supported by ssDNA [67] (Table 1) , whereas classical DNA helicases translocate on ssDNA and ssDNA stimulates their ATPase activity [66] . dsDNA tracking by Rad54 is associated with topological changes in the DNA (positive and negative supercoils in topologically constrained DNA molecules) that were documented biochemically and through the use of atomic force microscopy [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . Translocation on dsDNA was directly visualized in single-molecule experiments with ScRad54, measuring a rate of~300 bp/s with an average travel distance of 11.5 kbp [73] . This high level of processivity suggests that Rad54 forms a multimeric assembly on the DNA, possibly a ring encircling the DNA. Indeed, there is biochemical and electron microscopic evidence for Rad54 multimerization on DNA [47, 68, 74] , but the exact architecture of this assembly remains to be determined. The fundamental biochemical activity of Rad54 is its dsDNA-dependent ATPase which powers translocation on duplex DNA, and the ATPase activity is significantly stimulated by the cognate Rad51-DNA complex [69, 70, 75] . As discussed below, this biochemical finding strongly supports that the physical interaction between Rad54 and Rad51 [76] [77] [78] is of biological significance and that both proteins cooperate during HR.
Two X-ray crystallographic structures for Rad54 proteins are available: the core (motor) domain of the zebra fish protein [79] ( Fig. 2 ) and of the Sulfolobus enzyme, which has also been crystallized with duplex DNA [38] . Both proteins fold into two lobes (Fig. 2) , each consisting of a RecA-like domain found in helicases [66] with clear topological and structural similarity to other SF2 helicases [80] . The two lobes contain specific insertions, only found in the Snf2/Swi2 group. The overall structural homology to other SF2 helicases supports an inchworm mechanism of translocation, tracking along the minor groove of the DNA [81] . The relative orientation of the two lobes in the two crystal structures of the zebra fish and Sulfolobus enzymes is significantly different [38, 79] . The lobe orientation of the DNA-bound form of the Sulfolobus Rad54 protein was very similar to the free form of the protein [38] . The significance of this difference is presently unclear, but may be related to the mechano-chemical cycle of the enzyme [82] . The specificity of Rad54 function is likely mediated by its protein interactions, in particular with Rad51. It will be of interest to obtain structural information for the Rad51 interaction domain of Rad54, which maps to the N-terminus of Rad54 protein [76, 83] . Unfortunately, this region is lacking in the present structures.
In vivo cytological analysis provides significant insights into the biological functions of Rad54. A comprehensive analysis of HR proteins in mitotically growing yeast cells after IR-induced DNA damage revealed that Rad54 forms DNA damage-induced foci, dependent on the presence of Rad51 protein [84] . Conversely, formation of DNA damage-induced Rad51 foci was independent of A B DMC1 [169, 170] RAD51 [95, 99] a The ATPase of ScRad54 and hRAD54 is given for linear dsDNA, the activity is enhanced on junction DNA substrates or substrates partially covered with the cognate Rad51 protein.
Rad54 [84] , suggesting that Rad54 acts downstream of the formation of the Rad51 presynaptic filament. Analogous experiments in mice discovered that DNA damage-induced RAD51 foci are not as robust in RAD54-deficient cells compared to wild type [64, 71] . Further work with chromosomally integrated ATPase-deficient RAD54 mutants in mice showed that this function of RAD54 protein was independent of its ATPase activity [49] . Elegant real-time imaging and photobleaching experiments revealed additional facets of RAD54 protein function and dynamics in living cells [49] . Mouse cells expressing the RAD54 ATPase-deficient mutants (RAD54-K189A/R) show an increase in spontaneous RAD54 foci and RAD51 foci, whereas RAD54 null mutant cells have normal levels of spontaneous RAD51 foci. Interestingly, this increase was not accompanied by increased endogenous DNA damage, as indicated by normal levels of γ-H2AX, a sensitive cellular marker for DNA damage that can be repaired by HR. Although foci of DNA repair proteins appear as relatively stable structures, the residence time of individual proteins can vary greatly, from a few seconds for RAD54 to several minutes for RAD51 [85] . FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photobleaching) experiments revealed that the RAD54 ATPase activity is required for its dynamic association with DNA repair foci in mammalian cells [49] . Surprisingly, the ATPase activity of RAD54 was also required to release DNA repair foci after relocalization to the nuclear periphery [49] . The mechanisms and significance of intranuclear redistribution of DNA repair foci are not understood, but this phenomenon has also been observed in yeast [86] . The release of DNA repair foci from the periphery may reflect the completion of the repair event. These important in vivo observations are invaluable to interpret the biochemical data and establish the biological significance of the in vitro results.
Rad54 paralogs in S. cerevisiae and humans
There are 17 Snf2/Swi2-like proteins in budding yeast [12] , but ScRdh54 is the paralog that is evolutionarily most similar to Rad54 by functional and phylogenetic criteria, and we therefore treat ScRdh54 as the sole Rad54 paralog in the stricter sense. Both proteins appear to perform partially overlapping roles in HR as discussed in more detail below (Fig. 2) . Similarly in humans, where several dozen Snf2/Swi2-like proteins exist, hRAD54B represents the only hRAD54 paralog clearly involved in the core mechanism of HR ( Fig. 2) [12] . Other Snf2/Swi2-like proteins, such as Rad5 (human HLTF and SHPRH), Rad16, and Rad26 (human CS-B) are involved in different DNA repair pathways. In addition, the classical ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors and other Snf2/Swi2-like factors function in other aspects of the DNA damage response and transcriptional control (for review see [7] ).
Budding yeast cells deficient for the Rad54 paralog ScRdh54 display very mild phenotypes compared to mutants in RAD54. Mutants in RDH54 exhibit no MMS or IR sensitivity, somewhat increased levels of intrachromosomal recombination compared to wild-type, and only very slightly reduced interchromosomal recombination [44] . Mitotic recombination is reduced in the diploid mutant strains but no reduction is observed in haploids [87] . The meiotic phenotype of rdh54 cells is also rather mild with 82% spore viability compared to 53% for rad54 cells. However, the rad54 rdh54 double mutant is completely defective in meiosis, suggesting that both proteins perform partially overlapping functions in meiosis [44] . It has been suggested that ScRdh54 preferentially functions in HR between homologs, possibly through its preferential interaction with Dmc1 (see Table 1 ), the meiosis-specific Rad51 paralog that is required for meiotic interhomolog recombination [5, 88] , whereas Rad54 is envisioned to primarily function in DNA repair involving the sister chromatid through its association with Rad51 [44, 87, 89] . Further insights into the differential roles of ScRad54 and ScRdh54 will likely shed light on the mechanisms governing interhomolog events during meiotic recombination.
In somatic yeast cells, Rdh54 is recruited to a DSB by Rad51 and Rad52, as demonstrated in ChIP experiments [90] . This result is rather surprising, given that ScRdh54-deficient cells are not sensitive to this type of DNA damage. However, ScRdh54 has also been implicated in signaling from DSBs, specifically during adaptation from DSB-induced cell cycle arrest in cells with a non-repairable DSB [91] . While wild type cells eventually adapt after prolonged arrest and resume the cell cycle even in the presence of a DSB, rdh54 cells remain terminally arrested. It is possible that the localization of ScRdh54 and its recruitment by Rad51 and Rad52 is related to this signaling function [92] . The mechanisms involved remain to be determined. In vivo, ScRdh54 localizes to kinetochores, but the functional significance is unclear [84] . In cells lacking ScRdh54, ScRad54 appears to take the place of ScRdh54 at kinetochores [84] , suggesting that this localization is not related to the ScRdh54 signaling function in adaption evident in the single mutant.
Biochemically, ScRdh54 is exceedingly similar to ScRad54, and it appears that their specificity is mediated by their differential affinities for Rad51, Dmc1, and possibly other proteins (Table 1) . Like ScRad54, ScRdh54 is a dsDNA-specific ATPase, albeit with apparently lower specific activity (Table 1 ). ScRdh54 translocates on dsDNA, with lower velocity (84 bp/min) and processivity than ScRad54, inducing the topological changes identified to be associated with ScRad54 translocation [93, 94] . In summary, the genetic, biochemical, and cytological data suggest some functional overlap between ScRdh54 and ScRad54, particularly in meiosis, but there are clearly unique functions for both proteins, e.g. of ScRad54 in DNA repair in somatic cells and ScRdh54 in adaptation from DNA damage checkpoint-mediated cell cycle arrest.
Unlike the yeast Rad54 paralog, ScRdh54, the mammalian RAD54 paralog, hRAD54B, has a clear function in DNA repair. In human cells hRad54B colocalizes with hRad51 and hRad54 in the nucleus [95] . The availability of a human cell line (HCT116) knocked out for both copies of RAD54B directly demonstrated the relevance of hRad54B to HR, as these cells show reduced gene targeting frequencies and genomic instability [96, 97] . Importantly, hRAD54B-deficiency is synthetically lethal with depletion of the FEN1 nuclease, which is critical for lagging strand replication [97] . This mimics the synthetic lethality of rad27 mutants (RAD27 encodes yeast FEN1) with any HR mutant in budding yeast [98] . The conclusions from the genetic studies in human cells are corroborated by results with RAD54B-deficient mouse ES cells, which display sensitivity to IR and interstrand crosslinking agents (mitomycin C) [64] . Interestingly, RAD54 RAD54B double mutant ES cells do not exhibit increased mitomycin C sensitivity, whereas the double mutant animal does, suggesting possible tissue-specific expression and function of both proteins [64] . Likewise, the yeast rad54 rdh54 double mutant is completely deficient in meiosis, whereas the RAD54 RAD54B double mutant mouse is fertile [44, 64] . The overall biochemical properties of hRAD54B are highly similar to hRAD54, although the ATPase activity appears to be surprisingly low (Table 1 , see below) [64, 99, 100] .
While it is tempting to draw the analogy that both yeast and vertebrates (human) contain one Rad54 protein (ScRad54, hRAD54) and one principal Rad54 paralog (ScRdh54, hRAD54B), the genetic data in yeast and mouse strongly suggest that hRAD54B is not the equivalent of ScRdh54. The phenotypes of the respective single mutants are too different, and the genetic analysis in mice documents clear differences to yeast.
Functions of Rad54 protein
Rad54 protein has been implicated in nearly all mechanistic stages of HR, except DNA end resection [49] . Here, we discuss the functions of Rad54 protein in the consecutive stages of HR (see Fig. 1 ) and its regulation, followed by a brief summary of the roles of Rad54 paralogs in HR.
Chromatin remodeling
Snf2/Swi2 is the founding member of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors that can slide or eject nucleosomes, as well as exchange constituent histones ( [101] ; also see other contributions in this issue of BBA). The homology between Rad54 and Snf2/Swi2 provided an immediate impetus to test whether Rad54 functions to relieve the repressive context of chromatin on HR, which could be relevant during DSB resection, Rad51 filament assembly, homology search, DNA strand invasion or later stages (Fig. 3) . Biochemical experiments using purified S. cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster, and human Rad54 proteins on reconstituted chromatin templates demonstrated that Rad54 remodels nucleosomes in an ATP-dependent manner in vitro [72, [102] [103] [104] . The chromatin remodeling activity of Rad54 was stimulated by the Rad51 presynaptic filament [72, [102] [103] [104] , which is known to stimulate the Rad54 ATPase activity from studies involving non-chromatinized substrates [6] [7] [8] . Rad54 enhanced DNA strand invasion by Rad51 on chromatin substrates [102, 104] , but ScRad54 was not required for Rad51-mediated homology search on such substrates [105] . Rad54 is a potent and processive dsDNA motor protein [73] and may remodel nucleosome in a non-specific manner as it translocates on duplex DNA. Rad54-mediated nucleosome remodeling is relatively inefficient compared to established remodelers such as the Snf2 complex. Rad54 chromatin remodeling appeared limited to mononucleosomes and Rad54 did not affect nucleosome positioning in a nucleosomal array [72] . While the Rad54 ATPase activity is highly stimulated by the Rad51-dsDNA filament [75] , a similar stimulation by nucleosomes has not been reported. Moreover, there is a fundamental difference between the architecture of Rad54, which may assemble in a homo-polymeric ring on DNA [47, 73, 74] , and that of established ATPdependent chromatin remodelers that occur in large multi-subunit assemblies [101] . However, a direct protein interaction has been described between ScRad54 and histone H3 [106] , which is consistent with a specific function of Rad54 in chromatin remodeling. Does ScRad54 remodel chromatin during HR in vivo? At the moment this question cannot be answered definitively, but it can be narrowed down. In yeast, Rad51 filaments form in vivo and can perform successful homology search in vivo and in vitro with chromatinized substrates in the absence of ScRad54 [105, 107] . This suggests that Rad54 and its ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activity are not essential for DSB resection, Rad51 presynaptic filament formation or homology search. Rad54 chromatin remodeling may still be relevant in later stages of HR, such as DNA strand invasion, branch migration, or during recombination-associated DNA synthesis. During in vivo recombinational repair in the MAT system using the HML locus as a donor site, changes in a positioned nucleosome and the accessibility by HO endonuclease dependent on ScRad54 have been noticed [108, 109] . However, it is presently not possible to distinguish a direct chromatin remodeling action by Rad54 from an indirect effect by DNA strand invasion, branch migration, or DNA synthesis. The occurrence of Rad54 in thermophilic Crenarchaea, such as Sulfolobus, shows that the appearance of Rad54 is not linked to the appearance of histones in evolution, as many members of this group of Archaea lack histones [110] . In summary, more work is needed to establish the specificity and biological significance of chromatin remodeling by Rad54.
Rad51-ssDNA filament stability
The Rad51 presynaptic filament is the central HR intermediate. During its formation, mediator proteins help in the assembly of Rad51 filaments on RPA-covered ssDNA. These mediators may act either in the nucleation or stability of the Rad51-ssDNA filament (Fig. 4) . Biochemical experiments uncovered a role of ScRad54 in stabilizing Rad51-ssDNA filaments [111] . This function was independent of ATPase activity, as also the ATPase-deficient ScRad54-K341R protein stabilized Rad51 filaments. The increase in stability is likely contributed by the additional protein-protein contacts promoted by the specific binding of Rad54 to Rad51. Stabilization of the Rad51-ssDNA filaments provides a satisfying mechanism for the observed mediator function of Rad54 in reconstituted in vitro recombination reactions [112] . (5), and recombination-associated DNA synthesis (6) . The question mark in (2) indicates the possibility that nucleosomes may be associated with ssDNA after resection. The architecture of the Rad54 protein (monomer, multimer) in association with the Rad51-ssDNA filament or duplex DNA is unknown. For convenience, we represent here and in subsequent figures Rad54 associated with the Rad51-ssDNA filament as a monomer. The active translocating motor on duplex DNA is depicted here and in subsequent figures as a hexameric ring encircling the DNA in an interpretation of the single molecule and electron microscopic studies discussed in the text based on the analogy of processive, homo-hexameric DNA helicases. Multi-faceted evidence from yeast and mammalian cells strongly suggests that Rad54 stabilizes Rad51-presynaptic filaments as well in vivo in an ATP-independent fashion. Cytological data show that Rad51 filament formation at IR-induced DSBs is independent of Rad54 [84] . However, closer examination by chromatin-immunoprecipitation revealed that Rad51 filament assembled at the MAT locus after HOmediated DSB formation in ScRad54-deficient cells were not as robust as in wild type cells [107, 113] . Stabilization of Rad51 filaments in vivo was independent of ATP-hydrolysis and was also observed in ATPasedeficient ScRad54-K341R mutant cells, congruent with the biochemical observations [108, 111] . Also in mammalian cells it was observed that Rad51 filaments formed in RAD54 deficient cells are less robust and sensitive to fixation conditions [64, 71] . In fact, an elaborate study using the mouse knock-in of the RAD54 ATPase-deficient mutant demonstrated slow accumulation of RAD51 foci at break sites, consistent with a stability defect. Importantly, this RAD54 function was independent of its ability to hydrolyze ATP, as the ATP-deficient mutant cells showed normal RAD51 focus formation [49] . In yeast, Rad51 filaments do form in the absence of ScRad54 and are competent for homology search, possibly with diminished efficiency [107, 109] . Results from yeast with the ScRad54 ATPase-deficient mutants and the recombination-dependent lethality of the srs2 rad54 double mutant discussed earlier suggest that the ATP-independent functions may be important, but not essential for HR, and that the critical ATPase-dependent function of ScRad54 is after assembly of the Rad51-ssDNA filament. In summary, stabilization of the Rad51 presynaptic filament appears to be a conserved, ATPase-independent function of Rad54 proteins, which may be important but is not essential for HR.
Homology search and DNA strand invasion
The Rad51-ssDNA filament performs homology search and DNA strand invasion, the key steps in HR. Through its association with the presynaptic filament, Rad54 is targeted to the pairing site, where it may bind duplex DNA, which support the Rad54 ATPase activity and ability to translocate on dsDNA [69, 70] . In fact, the seminal discovery that ScRad54 stimulates the in vitro recombination activity of Rad51 protein opened the field of mechanistic studies with Rad54 protein [114] . Sub-stoichiometric amounts of Rad54 stimulate Rad51 in the three-strand DNA strand exchange reaction (circular ssDNA and linear dsDNA; Fig. 5A ) and the D-loop reaction (linear ssDNA and supercoiled duplex DNA; Fig. 5B ) in all systems examined [37, 102, [114] [115] [116] . The stimulation depends on the Rad54 ATPase activity and requires species-specific protein interactions between the Rad51 and Rad54 proteins, suggesting that the observed in vitro effect is of biological importance [6] [7] [8] .
The mechanism of how Rad54 stimulates Rad51-mediated recombination remains to be determined. Since the Rad54-mediated stimulation is well recognized on non-chromatin substrates, chromatin remodeling by Rad54 cannot be the primary mechanism. Several models can be entertained: first, the dsDNA translocation activity of Rad54 may help by sliding the target duplex DNA along the Rad51 filament for improved homology search [114] (Fig. 5C ). In vivo chromatin-immunoprecipitation experiments, however, show that Rad51 filaments formed at the MAT locus can perform homology search and target Rad51 to the HML donor locus in the absence of ScRad54 [107] , arguing against such a homology search model. However, a contribution to homology search by Rad54 cannot be entirely excluded B. Scheme of the D-loop reaction between supercoiled, circular duplex DNA and a single-stranded DNA oligonucleotide, which is depicted with a heterologous duplex DNA tail. C. The dsDNA sliding model envisions that the Rad54 motor protein slides duplex DNA along the Rad51 presynaptic filament to enhance homology search. D. The dsDNA strand-opening model suggests that Rad54 translocation on the duplex target DNA results in strand opening that facilitates the conversion to stable joint molecules. In both models, Rad54 protein needs to transition from an ATPase inactive form when associated with the Rad51-ssDNA filament to an active ATPase on duplex DNA, a process which is not depicted in the figure. E. The Rad51-dsDNA complex dissociation model maintains that in the in vitro reaction some Rad51 will bind to the duplex DNA, which inhibits D-loop formation, unless Rad51 is dissociated from duplex DNA by Rad54 and entirely redistributed to bind to the ssDNA.
by these experiments, because the low kinetic resolution in these experiments (1 h time points) may have missed a subtle effect. Second, the Rad54 translocation activity may lead to transient strand opening on the duplex DNA to facilitate joint formation [68] [69] [70] (Fig. 5D) . Consistent with this proposal is the ability of Rad51-ssDNA filaments to perform homology search in vivo and in vitro without Rad54 [105, 107] . Importantly, in the biochemical experiments, the ScRad54 ATPase activity was required to convert protein-stabilized, homology-dependent joints mediated by Rad51 in a D-loop assay into stable DNA joints that could be analyzed by gel electrophoresis after deproteinization. This transition may be a reflection of duplex opening by Rad54 to allow intertwining of the invading strand with the target template DNA. Alternatively, it is possible that Rad54 is required to dissociate Rad51 from the duplex target DNA in the in vitro reaction, as Rad51 bound to the target DNA blocks DNA strand invasion [117] (Fig. 5E) . It is interesting to observe that yeast Rad51 is completely dependent on ScRad54 for D-loop formation [114] , whereas human RAD51 can form D-loops in the absence of hRAD54 [115, 116] . This suggests that Rad54 function may relate to the DNA binding properties of its cognate Rad51 protein [118] [119] [120] . At present, it is difficult to distinguish between the latter two models. The strand-opening model predicts that Rad54 protein is required for D-loop formation in vivo, whereas the Rad51 dissociation model predicts that in vivo D-loops can be formed in the absence of Rad54. There are presently no tools to demonstrate D-loop intermediates in vivo and indirect measures, such as chromatinimmunoprecipitation, cannot distinguish between successful homology search and DNA strand invasion.
D-loop dissolution and branch migration
Branch migration describes the movement of recombinationmediated joints, which appears to be isoenergetic, as it involves breaking and forming the same number of Watson-Crick base pairs (Fig. 1) . To achieve directionality, however, ATP-dependent branch migration motor proteins are required. The paradigm for such a motor is the RuvB protein which is targeted to Holliday junctions through its partner protein RuvA [121] . Branch migration can occur in several different contexts: first, branch migration could enlarge the D-loop and generate longer heteroduplex DNA (Fig. 6A) or second, branch migration could move nicked junctions or classical Holliday junctions containing four uninterrupted strands (Fig. 6B) . Both processes affect the length of heteroduplex DNA. However, the initial resection of the DSB also determines heteroduplex DNA length [5] . In bacteria, branch migration moves junctions to the preferred cleavage site of the RuvC Holliday junction resolvase [121] . The recombination junction nucleases known in eukaryotes, Mus81-Mms4 (human MUS81-EME1), Slx1-Slx4, Rad1-Rad10 (human XPF-ERCC1), and Yen1 (human GEN1), have not been reported to display any sequence preference. Therefore, there is no compelling need for branch migration. It is currently unclear whether branch migration occurs during HR in eukaryotes [5, 18, 19] , but genetic data suggest that heteroduplex length is defined by more than just end resection [122] . Rad54 has also been suggested to be involved in other processes that resemble branch migration, such as D-loop migration during recombination-associated DNA synthesis (Fig. 6C) or D-loop dissolution (Fig. 6D) . The interested reader is also referred to a previous detailed review on the role of Rad54 in branch migration [8] .
In reconstituted recombination reactions and using specifically designed synthetic substrates, Rad54 exhibits ATP-dependent branch migration activity in vitro. The first indication came from experiments using the three-strand DNA strand exchange reaction (Fig. 5A) [123] . Rad54 protein enhanced branch migration in this assay by about fivefold with defined directionality and in a species-specific manner, as yeast Rad54 has no effect on the RecA-mediated reaction. These findings were confirmed and extended to the related four-strand reaction, where migration of a four-stranded DNA junction is measured, for the yeast and human Rad54 proteins [124] . hRAD54 (and ScRad54) were found to bind with preference to partial X or X junctions (see Fig. 8 ) compared to linear duplex DNA and were able to migrate junction substrates reconstituted from oligonucleotides [124, 125] . Binding to its preferred substrate also stimulated the ATPase activity of hRAD54 about three to five-fold over dsDNA [124, 125] . Inclusion of hRAD51 protein also stimulated hRAD54 branch migration activity [126] , likely through the stimulation of the Rad54 ATPase activity [75, 116] . hRAD54 was also able to drive branch migration through regions of heterology when using junction substrates reconstituted from oligonucleotides or in reconstituted recombination reactions with hRAD51 [124, 127] . While the biochemical data clearly support a role of Rad54 in branch migration, there are presently no specific in vivo data to demonstrate biological significance.
D-loop migration during recombination-associated DNA synthesis is mediated by the Dda helicase in the phage T4 recombination/replication system, where the process was termed bubble migration (Fig. 6C) [128] . The role of Rad54 in recombination-associated DNA synthesis, extension of the invading strand in the D-loop, has been directly tested in reconstituted reactions using yeast proteins (RPA, Rad51, ScRad54, DNA polymerase delta, PCNA, and RFC), but the Rad54 motor protein was unable to migrate the D-loop during DNA synthesis [27] .
ScRad54 is required for D-loop formation in vitro catalyzed by the S. cerevisiae Rad51 protein [114] , and hRAD54 stimulates D-loop formation by hRAD51 [115] . During a D-loop time course in reactions including Rad54, a decrease in initial product formation can be noted, which is due to ATP-dependent disruption of the D-loop by Rad54 [129] . It has been proposed that this D-loop-dissociation activity (Fig. 6D) is biologically significant [129] , because overexpression of ATPase-deficient ScRad54 (Rad54-K342R/A) leads to an increase in conversion tract length [130] . It was interpreted that the absence of Rad54 motor activity leads to longer heteroduplex length because of a defect in D-loop dissociation [129] . However, this result could also reflect other mechanisms, for example the failure to dissociate Rad51 from heteroduplex DNA after DNA strand invasion (see Section 6.5). D-loop dissolution occurs during SDSA (Fig. 1) , but there is no direct evidence suggesting that Rad54 protein is required specifically for SDSA, and other motor proteins such as Mph1/Fml1/FANCM, Srs2 and BLM/Sgs1 have been implicated [131] [132] [133] .
hRAD54 protein has also been implicated in the process of replication fork regression, a mechanism to provide lesion bypass when the replication fork encounters a blocking lesion (Fig. 6E) [134] . In reactions utilizing oligonucleotide-based replication fork substrates, Rad54 was shown to migrate such substrates in an ATP-dependent fashion. This activity is reminiscent of the branch migration mediated by Rad54 on similar substrates, but there is presently no evidence to support the biological significance of this activity.
In conclusion, Rad54 is a potent motor protein that tracks on dsDNA and is capable of moving junctions that are encountered as it translocates on duplex DNA in vitro. Although branch migration is a standard feature of HR models, there is actually no direct evidence that it occurs in eukaryotes. At present, the biological significance of the branch migration, D-loop dissociation, or fork regression activities of the Rad54 protein are unclear.
6.5. Dissociation of Rad51 from heteroduplex DNA to allow extension of the invading 3′-OH end by DNA polymerase After DNA strand exchange Rad51 remains bound to the heteroduplex (double-stranded) DNA [135] , much like the bacterial RecA protein, which serves as a paradigm for Rad51 [136] (Fig. 7) . RecA requires ATP-dependent turnover and release of the product duplex DNA before DNA polymerase III holoenzyme can access the invading 3′-OH end for recombination-associated DNA synthesis [137] . Rad51, however, displays about 200-fold lower ATPase activity on dsDNA than RecA [138, 139] , resulting in very low dynamics of Rad51 cycling off duplex DNA [140] . ScRad54 specifically dissociates Rad51 from dsDNA in a time-and ATP-dependent manner [117, 140] . This reaction displays strong species preference, as human RAD51 is very poorly displaced by ScRad54 [117] . Furthermore, the ScRad54 ATPase activity was enhanced up to 6-fold on dsDNA substrates covered with sub-saturating amounts of Rad51 protein, again displaying significant preference for the cognate Rad51 protein [75, 140] . Hence, the absence of a Rad54-like HR protein in bacteria is consistent with bacterial RecA being capable of autonomous turnover driven by its intrinsic nucleotide cofactor cycle of ATPbinding and hydrolysis, whereas eukaryotic Rad51 may have come to rely on an extrinsic turnover factor, namely Rad54, to release duplex DNA. Electron microscopic (EM) analysis of the interaction between Rad54 and Rad51-dsDNA filaments suggests that Rad54 is either directly recruited to the ends of Rad51-dsDNA filaments or translocates along dsDNA to dock at the terminus of a Rad51-dsDNA filaments before dissociating the filament [74] . Efficient dissociation required the Rad54 ATPase activity, likely to power Rad54 translocation on dsDNA, but also the intrinsic Rad51 ATPase activity. While filaments of the ATPase-deficient Rad51-K191R mutant protein on dsDNA stimulated the Rad54 ATPase activity like wild type Rad51, their dissociation became very inefficient [140] . Furthermore, Rad54 dissociated Rad51-dsDNA filaments containing Rad51-ADP protomers much more efficiently than ATP-bound Rad51 protomers, suggesting that Rad54 may target the Rad51-filament end with a terminal ADPbound subunit [140] . These conclusions are consistent with extensive single molecule studies of human RAD51 that demonstrate slow release of RAD51 from dsDNA even under conditions allowing ATP hydrolysis [141] [142] [143] . In summary, the results from the biochemical and EM analysis demonstrate that the Rad51-dsDNA filament is a specific substrate for the Rad54 motor protein.
Using Klenow polymerase as a tool to probe access to the invading 3′-OH end, Rad54 and its ATPase activity were shown to be essential for DNA synthesis from the invading strand in reconstituted recombination reactions using yeast proteins [135] . Although human RAD51 is proficient in D-loop formation, no DNA synthesis was observed in the presence of ScRad54, suggesting that species-specific protein interactions are necessary. These reactions used D-loop formed between linear DNA molecules to circumvent the need for Rad54 in D-loop formation (as is the case when circular dsDNA is used), allowing analysis of Rad54 function in steps that occur after synapsis [135] . Examination of reconstituted recombination-associated DNA synthesis with the cognate DNA polymerase delta and its co-factors PCNA and RFC also revealed a dependence on Rad54 and Rad54 ATPase activity [27] . However, these experiments used the classic D-loop assay with supercoiled dsDNA, so that Rad54 was first required for D-loop formation and, as inferred from the studies with linear D-loops, later for D-loop extension.
What is the evidence in vivo that Rad54 is specifically required to allow extension of the invading 3′-OH end in the D-loop? Chromatinimmunoprecipitation experiments monitoring protein occupancy at a single DSB site in yeast (the MAT locus) and its recombination target site (HML) showed that Rad51 filaments can form in the absence of ScRad54 in budding yeast [107] , although these filaments show diminished stability as discussed above under Section 6.2. Live-cell imaging data with fluorescently tagged proteins also supports the conclusion that IRinduced Rad51 filaments form in the absence of ScRad54 [84] . Importantly and as noted earlier, Rad51 can be immunoprecipitated at the HML target sequence in ScRad54-deficient cells, suggesting that ScRad54 is not essential for homology search [107] . ScRad54-deficient cells are unable to perform recombination-associated DNA synthesis, measured by a PCR-assay that requires less than 100 nt of DNA synthesis [107] . Recent work showed that ScRad54 is required for the mobility of the positioned nucleosome L6 at the HML target region during recombination [109] . However, these results cannot distinguish whether the Rad54-dependent step is DNA strand invasion (D-loop formation) or D-loop extension or both. The question is whether Rad51 can form D-loops in vivo in the absence of ScRad54. However, the tools to detect D-loops in vivo are lacking. Consistent with the notion that Rad51 displacement from heteroduplex DNA is required for DNA synthesis is the observation that recombination-associated DNA synthesis in meiotic recombination, measured as BrdU incorporation, is never associated with Rad51 foci, suggesting that Rad51 dissociation is required before recombination-associated DNA synthesis can take place [144] . This important result supports the notion that Rad51 must be displaced from heteroduplex DNA, likely by Rad54, before recombination-associated DNA synthesis can commence from the D-loop. In summary, the present data are consistent with an ATP-dependent in vivo role of ScRad54 in D-loop formation and/or D-loop extension and further work is needed to clarify the Rad54-dependent step(s).
Stimulation of Mus81-Mms4/EME1 nuclease activity
A two-hybrid screen using ScRad54 protein as a bait led to the original identification of Mus81, the catalytic subunit of the Mus81-Mms4 structure-selective endonuclease [145] . Binding of Mus81 to ScRad54 potentially recruits the nuclease to junction intermediates during HR, specifically the D-loop during synapsis or later junction intermediates that mature from second-end capture and branch migration (Figs. 1 and 8) . Consistent with this model, the activity of low and limiting amounts of yeast Mus81-Mms4 (0.25 nM) was stimulated by ScRad54 achieving a maximum at 20 or more fold molar excess of ScRad54 protein [146] . Similar results were found with the human proteins, using 2.5 nM MUS81-EME1 with a maximal nuclease stimulation at 40-fold molar excess of hRAD54 [147] . Whether this effect depends on species-specific protein interaction is unclear, because hRAD54 stimulated the yeast nuclease Mus81-Mms4 [146] , whereas ScRad54 did not stimulate, rather inhibited, human MUS81-EME1 [147] . In both studies, ScRad54 or hRAD54 did not change the substrate preference for the cognate endonuclease [146, 147] . In particular, there was no significant cleavage of the intact Holliday junction in the presence of ScRad54/hRAD54 [146, 147] , suggesting that even when recruited by the Rad54 motor protein, Mus81-Mms4/hMUS81-EME1 maintains its preference for junctions containing at least one strand interruption [32, [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] . The ScRad54
Walker-A box mutant proteins (ScRad54-K341R/A) stimulated Mus81-Mms4 cleavage like wild type ScRad54, suggesting that Mus81-Mms4 stimulation occurred independent of Rad54 ATP binding or hydrolysis [146] . Using non-hydrolysable ATP analogs, it was concluded instead that hRAD54 requires ATP binding but not hydrolysis to stimulate human MUS81-EME1 [147] . It is unclear whether this is a difference between the yeast and human enzymes or whether nucleotide cofactor analogs affect the MUS81-EME1 catalytic activity. In vivo, Mus81 forms foci in about 5% of yeast cells under normal growth conditions, which is increased to 9% after IR (40 Gy) [146] . Importantly, deletion of RAD54, but not the Walker A-box mutants, abolished the IR-induced Mus81 foci. The RAD54 deletion had no effect on spontaneous Mus81 foci, whereas the Walker A-box mutants increased the frequency of spontaneous Mus81 foci to 8-13%. This suggests that ScRad54 recruits Mus81-Mms4 to sites of DNA damage in an ATPase-independent fashion [146] . Recruitment of Mus81-Mms4 is the second ATPase-independent function of Rad54, but it is unclear when this recruitment occurs during the HR process in wild type cells: during Rad51 presynaptic filament formation, homology search, DNA strand invasion, or even subsequent steps?
6.7. Turnover of Rad51-dsDNA dead-end complexes Unlike bacterial RecA protein, yeast or human Rad51 readily bind dsDNA [118, 153] . This biochemical property poses a significant problem for the cell, as Rad51 may form dead-end complexes on chromosomal DNA, which exists in vast excess over sites of DNA damage, where Rad51 is destined to assemble on ssDNA [117] (Fig. 9 ). This problem was first experimentally demonstrated with Dmc1, the meiosis-specific Rad51 paralog (see Section 7) [154] . As discussed above, Rad54 protein dissociates Rad51 bound to dsDNA in a timeand ATP-dependent manner [117] , but how much Rad54 contributes A B to the turnover of Rad51-dsDNA dead-end complexes in vivo is uncertain. Genetic and cytological analysis of yeast strains with defects in ScRad54, Rdh54, and Uls1 suggested that ScRad54 primarily turns over Rad51 from DNA damage-induced foci, whereas Rdh54, and to lesser degree Uls1, turns over spontaneous Rad51 foci [155] . This may be interpreted that ScRad54 primarily removes Rad51 from dsDNA in the context of DNA strand invasion, i.e. from the heteroduplex DNA, whereas Rdh54 (and Uls1) dissociate Rad51-dsDNA dead-end complexes. However, the nature of spontaneous Rad51 foci in vegetative (somatic) yeast cells remains unclear -they may represent dead-end complexes or sites of spontaneous DNA damage with Rad51 in the presynaptic filament, D-loop, or on the heteroduplex DNA. An analysis of Rad51 foci in meiotic cells may clarify the role of ScRad54 protein in the turnover of dead-end Rad51 complexes (see [154] ). The turnover of Rad51 from duplex DNA by Rad54, either in dead-end complexes or heteroduplex DNA (see Section 6.5), is very different from the anti-recombination mechanism mediated by the Srs2 helicase, which translocates on ssDNA to dissociate Rad51 from the presynaptic filament [51, 52] .
Regulation of Rad54 function
HR is a key pathway to maintain genomic stability; however, uncontrolled HR can lead to loss-of-heterozygosity, genomic rearrangements, and toxic recombination intermediates that lead to cell death [14] . Hence the cell must achieve a careful balance in regulating HR, and Rad54 appears to be a target of HR regulation (Fig. 10) . HR favors the use of the sister chromatid as a template in DNA repair in somatic (vegetative) cells, and in S. cerevisiae HR-mediated DSB repair is down-regulated in the G1 phase of the cell cycle by limiting end resection [156] [157] [158] . This problem is exacerbated in haplontic organisms, such as the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe, where accurate DSB repair by HR is impossible in the G1 phase for lack of an appropriate template. One mechanism to downregulate HR in the G1 phase of fission yeast is targeting Rad54 (termed Rhp54 in S. pombe) for ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis [159] . This mechanism is also operational in meiosis. Rad54 is primarily involved in sister chromatid recombination during meiosis, and failure to downregulate Rad54 (Rhp54) using a non-degradable Rhp54 mutant shifted recombination from interhomolog to intersister events [159] .
Rad54 protein is also targeted for regulation during meiosis in budding yeast, involving two distinct mechanisms to inhibit the functionally critical interaction between Rad51 and ScRad54 (Fig. 10) . The meiosis-specific kinase Mek1 is required to bias meiotic recombination towards interhomolog instead of intersister interactions [160] . Mek1 kinase phosphorylates ScRad54 in vitro and T132 is found phosphorylated on ScRad54 isolated from cells arrested in meiotic prophase [161] . The meiotic phenotype of the non-phosphorylatable allele rad54-T132A is consistent with being a direct Mek1 target site and mimics the mek1 phenotype in derepressing inter-sister recombination during meiosis. ScRad54-T132D mimics the phosphorylated form of ScRad54 and provided a valuable tool to identify the mechanisms involved. The T132D mutation significantly weakened the ScRad54-Rad51 protein interaction, reducing the stimulation of the ScRad54 ATPase activity by Rad51 and, importantly, the formation of D-loop in reconstituted recombination reactions with Rad51 compared to the wild type ScRad54 protein. These effects were specific to the Rad51 interaction, as the ScRad54 ATPase activity in the absence of ScRad51 was the same between the wild type and ScRad54-T132D mutant proteins. The ScRad54-T132D mutant protein also exhibited a DNA repair defect when expressed in vegetative cells [161] . Interestingly, Rad53, a DNA damage checkpoint kinase that is related to Mek1, was also found to target ScRad54-T132 in vegetative yeast cells [162] , suggesting that ScRad54 may also be subject to negative control outside the meiotic context. The Rad51-ScRad54 interaction is also the target of an independent regulatory mechanism during budding yeast meiosis involving Hed1, a meiosis-specific Rad51 binding protein that prevents binding of ScRad54 to Rad51 [163, 164] . Analogous to ScRad54-T132 phosphorylation, Hed1 inhibits the protein interaction between Rad51 and ScRad54, the Rad51-stimulation of the ScRad54 ATPase activity, and the functional interaction between Rad51 and ScRad54 in D-loop formation in vitro [163] . The interaction defect is also evident in chromatin-immunoprecipitation experiments monitoring the recruitment of ScRad54 to a DSB at the MAT locus. Hed1 also inhibits the interaction of Rad51 with ScRdh54, but to a lesser degree than the Rad51-ScRad54 interaction [163] . When ectopically expressed in vegetative cells, Hed1 inhibits recombinational DNA repair, suggesting that no other meiosis-specific protein is needed for the inhibitory effect [164] . The inhibition of ScRad54 function during meiosis is likely to be only temporary, as ScRad54 is required for successful meiosis. It is possible that ScRad54 is transiently inhibited to bias HR events towards homologs, and that after the establishment of interhomolog events that lead to the essential meiotic crossovers, repression by Hed1 is relieved and ScRad54 functions in the repair of residual meiotically induced DSBs by sister chromatid repair [5] .
Hence, in budding yeast two mechanisms, Mek1-mediated ScRad54-T132 phosphorylation and Hed1, target the Rad51-ScRad54 interaction during meiosis, and genetic results suggest that they operate independently of each other [161] . Based on the biochemical data, these inhibitory mechanisms will prevent Rad51-mediated recombination at the level of D-loop formation or D-loop extension, and direct chromatin-immunoprecipitation experiments suggest that absence of Hed1 does not affect Rad51 filament formation/stability Fig. 9 . Turnover of Rad51-dsDNA dead-end complexes. Schematic representation of Rad54 dissociating Rad51 dead-end complex on chromosomal duplex DNA. Fig. 10 . Regulation of the Rad54-Rad51 protein interaction. Inhibition of the Rad54-Rad51 interaction by Mek1-mediated phosphorylation of Rad54-T132 and Hed1 binding to Rad51. [163] . Currently, the effect of ScRad54-T132 phosphorylation on Rad51-ssDNA filament formation or stability is unknown.
Functions of the Rad54 paralogs, ScRdh54 and hRAD54B
The biochemical properties of ScRad54 and ScRdh54 are, where comparable, highly similar, as discussed above. It appears that both proteins derive a degree of specificity through differential protein interactions. ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activity has been directly demonstrated for ScRdh54 using mono-nucleosomal substrates, showing nucleosome sliding and enhancement of restriction enzyme accessibility to chromatinized substrates [90] . The specificity of this activity remains to be established, and it is unknown whether ScRdh54 directly interacts with nucleosomal histones or whether its ATPase activity is stimulated by nucleosomal substrates. Similar to ScRad54, ScRdh54 enables yeast Rad51 to form D-loops, both on protein-free and chromatinized substrates [90, 165] . Stimulation of Dmc1-mediated D-loop formation by Rdh54 on protein-free substrates was also observed [166] , suggesting that ScRdh54 could be a co-factor for Rad51 and Dmc1. Chromatin-immunoprecipitation experiments show that ScRdh54 is recruited to DSBs during HRmediated repair in a Rad51-and Rad52-dependent manner [90] . However, the absence of an obvious DNA repair defect in ScRdh54-deficient cells demonstrates that Rad54 is the predominant Rad51-cofactor in vegetative yeast cells. ScRdh54 efficiently dissociates Dmc1 bound to duplex DNA in vitro [166] , and cytological and immunoprecipitation experiments in meiotic cells demonstrated that Dmc1 accumulates on chromatin in ScRdh54-deficient cells [154] . Importantly, Dmc1 accumulated on chromatin in a DSB-independent fashion, strongly supporting the model that ScRdh54 turns over dead-end complexes of Dmc1 on undamaged chromosomal DNA [154] . ScRdh54 has a similar function in vegetative cells, turning over spontaneous Rad51 foci [155] . It is not entirely clear whether these Rad51 foci represent sites of spontaneous DNA damage or dead-end complexes, but the absence of colocalizing RPA favors the interpretation that they represent dead-end complexes [155] . Adding a mutation in RAD54 did not enhance this phenotype, but a triple mutant with a deletion in the ULS1 gene, encoding another yeast Snf2/Swi2-like protein, further increased spontaneous Rad51 focus formation [154] . IR-induced Rad51/RPA foci require ScRad54 and Uls1 for their turnover, and to a far lesser degree Rdh54 [154] . These data led to the model that ScRdh54 primarily targets Dmc1 and Rad51 dead-end complexes, whereas ScRad54 targets Rad51 bound to heteroduplex DNA after DNA strand invasion [154] . Although Uls1 is a member of the Snf2/Swi2 family, it shows no similarity to Rad54 outside the motor domain. Uls1 is a SUMO-targeted ubiquitin ligase (StUbL) that is involved in proteolytic control of sumoylated substrates and functions in transcriptional silencing of the silent mating type locus HMR [167, 168] . Uls1 was also identified as Tid4 in a two-hybrid screen with Dmc1, but the significance of this interaction still needs to be tested [88] . The specific function of the Uls1 protein in these processes remains to be established, whether it acts as a motor protein on DNA or via its StUbL activity. It will be interesting to understand how ScRad54 and ScRdh54 can distinguish between the different functional contexts of the Rad51-dsDNA complexes. In summary, the in vivo phenotypes of ScRad54-and ScRdh54-deficient cells demonstrate functional separation with evidence for partial overlap, but the underlying biochemical mechanisms that distinguish both proteins still need to be established.
Much less is known about the biochemical mechanisms of the human Rad54 paralog, hRAD54B. hRAD54B interacts with human RAD51 and DMC1, and enhances the D-loop formation of both proteins [64, 169, 170] . Further work is needed to understand the functional specification between hRAD54 and hRAD54B in vertebrates. While ScRad54 and hRAD54 are clearly functional homologs, this does not extend to ScRdh54 and hRAD54B. Genetic analysis in mouse ES cells and animals of single and double RAD54 and RAD54B mutants argues strongly against this possibility, because single RAD54B-deficient mouse ES cells display DNA repair phenotypes, unlike yeast single RDH54 mutants [64] . It is possible that vertebrates contain yet another RAD54 paralog among their cohort of Snf2/Swi2-like proteins. Such a protein is expected to exert a meiotic function, because the mouse RAD54 RAD54B double knockout displays no obvious meiotic phenotype [64] , whereas the RAD54 RDH54 double mutant in budding yeast displays a strong meiotic defect [44] .
Summary
Biochemical analysis generated a multitude of potential functions for Rad54 protein during HR, including mediator function in Rad51 filament assembly, chromatin remodeling, plectonemic joint formation, branch migration, D-loop dissolution, turnover of Rad51-dsDNA filaments after DNA strand invasion, dissociation of dead-end Rad51-dsDNA complexes, and recruitment of the Mus81-Mms4 endonuclease. Multi-facetted evidence from the yeast and vertebrate systems supports a role of Rad54 in Rad51 filament assembly/stability as a first function of Rad54 in vivo. However, this function is independent of the Rad54 ATPase activity, leaving open the critical question of what is the essential, ATP-dependent function of Rad54 protein in HR in vivo. A key question is whether Rad54 is required in vivo for D-loop formation, D-loop extension or both, but we presently lack the tools to measure D-loop formation in vivo. Recent progress to detect physical HR intermediates during DSB repair in somatic yeast cells provides hope that this limitation will be overcome [171] . Such novel in vivo approaches will be needed to help establish the biological significance of the biochemical results. We are also still lacking a highresolution structure of the full-length Rad54 protein or its paralogs, in particular in conjunction with its binding partner Rad51. The combination of structural and single-molecule studies may also answer the question of whether the active form of Rad54 is a hexameric or double-hexameric ring, as suggested by the initial single molecule experiments [73] . Lastly, more work is needed to understand the functional overlap and separation between Rad54 and its paralogs ScRdh54 and hRAD54B in yeast and vertebrates. Since at least Rad54 is forming multimeric assemblies, it is possible that Rad54 forms a mixed multimer with its paralog. We look forward to the resolution of these problems and the identification of novel facets of Rad54 function in the future.
